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1. Background
The World Health Organization (WHO) reported 10 million new cases of TB globally, with
an estimated 1.6 million people dying from this preventable and curable disease (WHO,
2018)1. In South Africa, TB continues to be the leading cause of mortality, with 8.4% of allnatural deaths attributed to TB in 2015 (SANAC, 2017-2022)2.
Sadly, there is stigma associated with TB. The term 'stigma' is used when a person is regarded
as shameful by someone else. Stigma can be described as: ‘disgrace associated with a
particular circumstance, behaviour or person. Stigma is often born from a lack of knowledge
(e.g. of TB or HIV) as well as personal beliefs.
Despite mounting evidence of dual stigma driving diagnostic delays and treatment
interruptions for both diseases, few interventions have attempted to reduce TB-related stigma
directly.
The Global #UnmaskStigma Initiative, conceived by TB survivors and activists, aims to reduce
TB- stigma by engaging the public through the sharing of personal stories, education and
social mobilization.
Below is a summary of this year’s World TB day events.

2. #UnmaskStigma campaign 2019
This year the #UnmaskStigma campaign challenged the public to assist TB Proof in
redesigning our current resources. The flyer below was used to promote this competition and
also to get the public involved with World TB day activities.

Although this campaign was advertised well before the deadline for submission, this
campaign failed to gain enough attention in time for World TB day and the deadline was
extended.
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3. It’s Time
The theme for this year’s World TB day was “It’s time”. The StopTB
Partnership headed this initiative. As part of this initiative, the
public was encouraged to take a photo with a time/watch/clock and
share it on social media while using one of the
hashtags, #ItsTimetoEndTB #WorldTBDay2019 #TBProof
TB Proof members also showed their support for the theme.
Link to social media: Facebook

4. World TB Day activities 2019
Below follows a summary of all the awareness events and
activities done by TB Proof members for World TB Day
2019. We are very grateful for each members’ participation.
To kick off World TB Month activities, a TB awareness day
was held at Kekanastad clinic in Hammanskraal. TB
Proof's TB champions Phumeza Tisile and Goodman
Makanda shared their powerful TB survivor stories and
Community Health Workers (CHWs) took part in a drama
play about TB. TB Proof members, Portia Muedi and
Ingrid Schoeman also attended the event.

Links to social media posts: Facebook
Instagram

Andrea von Delft, physiotherapist and TB Proof core member, presented at Frere Hospital in
East London. Needs that were met during this intervention included: the difference between
surgical masks and N95 respirators; why it is important for health care workers (HCW s) to
wear N95 respirators and patients with TB, surgical masks. Furthermore, the increased risk of
TB in HCW as well as TB-associated stigma were highlighted in this presentation. Photos for
this intervention are on the next page.
Links to social media posts: Facebook
Instagram
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Dr Gavin Churchyard and the South African Minister of Health, Dr Motsoaledi presented at
the Lancet Commission Press Conference at Tembisa Hospital. Portia Muedi, Community
Health Worker (CHW) at TB Proof handed the CHW advocacy letter, which was supported
by 13 organisations, to the Minister. During his speech, Dr Motsoaledi acknowledged the
value and importance of CHWs in South Africa during his speech.

Links to social media posts: Facebook
Instagram

TB Proof members, Busiswe Beko, Esther Sonamzi,
Wieda Human, Goodman Makanda, Phumeza Tisile
had the opportunity to attend the #TB Leaders workshop
in Khayelitsha, Cape Town in partnership with Medicines
Sans Frontieres (MSF)/ Doctors without Borders.
Zolelwa Sifumba also attended this training in Eshowe.
This three-day workshop focused on TB knowledge,
basic leadership and communication skills, network with
organizations that support TB leaders. This workshop
further aimed to assist participants in drafting their own
action plan with a project and goals in line with being a
TB leader.
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TB Proof members really found this workshop very valuable as it was also a good opportunity
to network with relevant organizations. Dr Arne von Delft facilitated the ‘TB Proof stall’ during
the networking session and was able to inform the attendees from the workshop about the
work that TB Proof does. As a result of this networking session, TB Proof obtained quite a
number of applicants wanting to join TB Proof.
Links to social media posts: Facebook
Instagram

The Infection Prevention & Control along with
Occupational Health & Safety Departments
organised a successful World TB Day for staff
members at Khayelitsha District Hospital in order to
gain knowledge on TB. Staff members were also fit
tested. Guest speakers included TB survivors’
Goodman Makanda and Busiswe Beko.
Links to social media posts: Facebook
Instagram
TB Proof had a ‘Are you TB Proof?’ stall at the University of the
Free State’s Wellness day. Staff members from the university
were given the opportunity to gain knowledge about TB and to
ask questions. Wieda Human, who facilitated the stall for the
two days, stated that:
“It was good opportunity to raise awareness amongst the
general public. I was shocked as to how many people
mentioned that, either a family member or friend close to them
had TB’.
Links to social media posts: Facebook
Instagram
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Dr Ruvandhi Nathavitharana, TB Proof board member
& David Bryden from Results agree that It’s Time for an
increase in USAID Funding for TB.
Link to social media posts: Facebook

Wider group member and registered dietitian, Aleché
Barnard, facilitated a screening of the ‘Are you TB
Proof?’ at her place of work, Empilweni TB Hospital in
Nelson Mandela Bay.
Link to social media: Facebook

Thabo Pelesane, TB survivor,
TB Proof member as well as
founder
of
the
Thabo
Pelesane Foundation, hosted
a
who
hosted
another
successful TB and Sanitary
Towels Collection Fun Walk in
Klerksdorp, South Africa.

Links to social media: Facebook
Instagram
A collaborative approach with Health care social media South Africa
(#HCSMSA) was set to arrange a Twitter chat on 21 March. Guest
speakers included TB Proof members, Renier Coetzee, Ingrid
Schoeman, Michelle Galloway, Phumeza Tisile, Wieda Human and
Peter Ngola. TB HIV Care also joined the Twitter chat. Guest shared their
views about what a sustainable approach to TB in South Africa means.
#hcsmSA moderated the Twitter chat on behalf of TB Proof as a lead up
to World TB Day. The session was open to everyone.
Transcription
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As successfully done in Ananja van der Westhuizen
(Final year medical student) held the #UnmaskStigma
campaign at Tygerberg Hospital and Stellenbosch
University. Students were encouraged to wear their N95
respirators in hospital and were informed regarding what
to do if they contract TB. Posters, masks and stickers
were made available on the campus and at Tygerberg.

Dr Arne von Delft presented at the Spotlight Forum on TB prevention. During his speech, he
focused on infection prevention, TB vaccine and TB preventative therapy. TB Proof member,
Dr Ruvandhi Nathavitharana was also present.
Link to Facebook post: Facebook

Peter Ngola arranged a World TB Day event with community members in Kisau, Kenya.
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5.

Media coverage
Various media platforms including social media, television/online video’s, print and
electronic articles were used to further ensure TB awareness.

5.1

Social media
TB Proof used its social media platforms to raise awareness on TB and to share the
powerful stories of some of our TB survivors. As a result, many people have reached
out to TB Proof with questions on TB and many TB survivors/ TB activists wanting to
join TB Proof and share their TB champion stories.
The number of followers on our social media platforms have also increased in March
which could be due to our World TB Day posts.
Addendum A provides more in-depth data on our social media posts on our various
platforms (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram).

5.2

Television/ Online video’s
a. Drs Bart Willems and Thato Mosidi were
interviewed on the Expresso Morning Show on
SABC 3. They were given the opportunity to
share their personal TB survivor journeys as
well as to raise valuable TB awareness. They
also met the famous band All-4-one who were
very supportive of the work that TB Proof does.
Links to social media posts: Facebook
Instagram

Link to video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhZolKHgy1U&feature=share
b. The documentary, “Unmasked: We all breathe” was compiled by ‘It takes us all’, and
was premiered on South African television channel, Mnet on 24 March. This inspiring
documentary tells the story of 3 South African doctors who contracted multidrugresistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB). This film follows TB Proof members, Drs Arlette
Bekker, Zolelwa Sifumba and Dalene von Delft as they turn their harrowing TB
experience into a positive, by informing others about the world’s number 1 infectious
killer. The film is a reminder that TB doesn’t discriminate based on class, race or social
standing. In Zolelwa’s words, “We are all the demographic in fact, because we all
breathe.”
Link to preview of the documentary: "Unmasked: We all breathe" Premiere
c. Thabo Pelesane was interviewed on SABC 2’s Health Talk.
Link to Facebook post: Facebook
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5.3

Print Media
a. Dalene von Delft featured in an article for the current edition of The Mail and Guardian,
called: "A matter of time: SA's race to beat drug-resistant bug". This piece was written
by Kristen van Schie.
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b. Wieda Human wrote an article for the Afrikaans Newspaper, Volksblad. The article
focused on general TB awareness and highlighted South Africa as a leader in TB
treatment.
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c. “Wereld Tuberkulosedag 2019” article published in Kwikstertjie, Afrikaans newspaper
in Van der Kloof. Article focused on Drug-Resistant TB and the introduction of
bedaquiline. Wieda Human wrote the article which featured Dalene and Arne von Delft.
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d. TB Proof’s members, Drs Arne, Dalene von Delft & Helene-Mari van der Westhuizen
provided comments regarding occupational TB amongst health workers for the articles
published in Times Live:
TB tests for health workers on cards as Motsoaledi goes into battle
We're fighting the TB battle in the wrong way with the wrong weapons

5.4

Online Articles

a. Jade October’s TB survivor story, which was posted on TB Proof’s Facebook page, was
shared on Health 24 and YOU Digital.
https://www.health24.com/Medical/Tuberculosis/News/19-year-old-contracts-tb-frombiological-dad-she-hadnt-seen-in-18-years-20190328
b. To further promote the role of patient advocates in driving patient-centred care in the
country, Doctors Without Borders worked with Dutch photographer Jelle Krings to
produce a series of “TB Leaders” - people whose lives have been touched by TB or
Drug-Resistant TB, aiming to empower a new generation of TB activists to join the fight
for better TB treatment and care. The stories of TB survivors, Dr Dalene von Delft,
Ingrid Schoeman, Dr Zolelwa Sifumba, Phumeza Tisile, Goodman Makanda were
featured as part of this series.
Thomas Baloyi, a community health worker who attended the TB Proof TB champion
workshop in Hammanskraal, was also featured as a TB leader.
Link to Facebook post: Facebook.
TB Proof also shared the stories of each TB Proof member who featured, separately on
our social media platforms.

https://www.timeslive.co.za/sunday-times/news/2019-03-24-tb-heroes-stand-tall-to-fightagain-killer-disease/
https://doctorswithoutborderssa.exposure.co/tb-leaders
c. Zolelwa Sifumba was interviewed on EWN News where she shared her TB survivor story.
TB Survivors want to use experiences to change how hospitals deal with disease.
https://ewn.co.za/2019/03/24/tb-survivors-want-to-use-experiences-to-change-howhospitals-deal-with-disease
d. Dalene von Delft featured in an article for the current edition of The Mail and Guardian,
called:"A matter of time: SA's race to beat drug-resistant bug". This piece was written by
Kristen van Schie.
https://bhekisisa.org/article/2019-03-22-00-shorter-mdr-tb-regimen-south-africa-clinicaltrials-endtb-nix
e. Phumeza Tisile, Endalkachew Fekadu and Ingrid Schoeman featured in the article,”I didn’t
plan to be an activist’ : perspectives on tuberculosis care from six survivors”. TB Proof
member, Dr Ruvandhi Nathavitharana published this article.
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https://blogs.plos.org/speakingofmedicine/2019/03/21/i-didnt-plan-to-be-an-activistperspectives-on-tuberculosis-care from-six-survivors/
f.

Drs Dalene & Arne von Delft and Zolelwa Sifumba featured in the PBS News Hour online
article where they shared more about their TB journey. The injectable drug was also
mentioned in this article:
New treatments yield hope for stopping tuberculosis, world’s leading infectious killer
Can new medications shift the battle against drug-resistant TB?
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/new-treatments-yield-hope-for-stoppingtuberculosis-worlds-leading-infectious-killer
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/health/can-new-medications-shift-the-battle-against-drugresistant-tb

5.5

Radio interviews

Wieda Human were interviewed on KovsieFM, Bloemfontein where she raised awareness on
TB & the stigma associated with it.
Thabo Pelesane was also interviewed for World TB month on North West Radio Station.
Drs Dalene & Arne von Delft were interviewed on Voice of America (VOA) news:
https://www.voanews.com/a/4824879.html
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6.

TB Proof’s partners:

As done in previously years, the “#UnmaskStigma Partner Package” was distributed to
partners that showed interest in supporting this campaign. This included:
• Flyer invitation to share via email and WhatsApp.
• Templates for posters, stickers, t-shirts and pamphlets.
The templates of the TB proof resources such as the posters, Unmask Stigma
masks/stickers were electronically sent by Wieda Human (TB Proof Project Coordinator) to
our partners. The partners included:
• Binnelanders (well-known South African television series)
• Die Heuwels Fantasties (well-known South African band)
• The Soweto Gospel Choir (Grammy-award-winning choir)
• Zelda La Grange (former private secretary to Nelson Mandela)

Soweto Gospel Choir

Zelda La Grange

Numerous individuals and organizations approached TB Proof members asking to participate.
TB Proof resources were thus couriered to partners who showed interest in joining the
#UnmaskStigma campaign. Resources such as #UnmaskStigma Posters, stickers and masks
were sent to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

W. Esterhuyzen – Dr Harry Surtie Government Hospital, Upington
S. Marahaj - University of Kwazulu-Natal/South Africa Medical Students’
Association (SAMSA), Durban
Sibanye Stillwater
Students' Health and Welfare Centres Organisation (SHAWCO)
Zithulele Hospital
Alyssa Gildenhuys – Abraham Esau Hospital, Calvinia

Wilmien Esterhuyzen, community service physiotherapist from Dr Harry Surtie Hospital in
Upington reached out to the #UnmaskStigma campaign to assist with raising awareness on
this very important topic. Both staff and patients from Dr Harry Surtie Hospital supported this
campaign. Links to social media posts: Facebook
Instagram
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The University of Kwazulu-Natal’s School of
Medicine & SAMSA Medical arranged a
successful TB Awareness session.
Dr Zolelwa Sifumba, who contracted TB as a
medical student, was a guest speaker at this event.
Links to social media posts: Facebook
Instagram

Sibanye Stillwater arranged a TB awareness campaign for World TB Day and used the
#zerostigma, #unmaskstigma resources that TB Proof provided them worth.
Links to social media posts: Facebook
Instagram

The SHAWCO is a student-run NGO based at the University of Cape Town, that seeks to
improve the quality of life for individuals in developing communities within the Cape Town
area.
The SHAWCO UCT health team raised awareness in efforts to break down the stigma. They
did this at their weekly SHAWCO Clinics and at the UCT Faculty of Health Sciences. Their
aim of these educational sessions to create a conversation by educating and empowering
their patients and fellow students on this important topic. The team also did a screening of the
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‘Are you TB Proof?’ Online tool with some of the health care students. TB Proof member,
Wieda Human, also joined this session. TB Proof members, Dr Arne von Delft, Phumeza
Tisile, Goodman Makanda, Jade October and Esther Sonamzi joined the SHAWCO
session, #breakthestigma where Miss South Africa, Tamaryn Green was a guest speaker.
Tamaryn shared about her difficult TB journey and the stigma that she faced being a medical
student and contracting TB.
Link to the various social media posts:

Facebook
Facebook
Facebook
Instagram
Instagram
Instagram
Instagram
Instagram

The health care workers at Zithulele hospital in the Eastern Cape did their part this World
TB Day to raise awareness on TB and the stigma attached to it.
Links to social media posts: Facebook
Instagram
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Abraham Esau Government Hospital in Calvinia also
partake in the #UnmaskStigma campaign. The health care
team also reached to clinics within 250 km radius including
towns such as Williston, Brandvlei, Fraserburg,
Niewoudville and Loerisfontein where TB awareness talks
were held.

7. Closing
TB Proof would like to thank all our members and partners who did their part this World TB
Day to raise awareness. Without the support of passionate TB activist, this World TB day
would not have been as big a success.
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Addendum A
1. Twitter
TB Proof Twitter
Tweet Impressions
Profile visits
Mentions
New Followers
Followers

29500
668
163
60
2077

Unmask Stigma Twitter
Tweet Impressions
Profile visits
Mentions
New Followers
Followers

739
95
5
19
731

2. Facebook
TB Proof’s Facebook page has grown significantly in followers in the month of March.

Facebook:

2702 Page likes on 1 March 2019
3056 Page likes on 31 March 2019

A highlight was the sharing of some of our TB survivor stories which resulted in other TB
survivors reaching out to TB Proof to provide a platform for them to also share their brave
stories. Below is a summary of our March Facebook posts:
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Link to
Facebook
Post

Post Message

Lifetime: The number of
people who had your
Page's post enter their
screen. Posts include
statuses, photos, links,
videos and more. (Unique
Users)
667

Lifetime: The number of
times your Page's post
entered a person's screen.
Posts include statuses,
photos, links, videos and
more. (Total Count)

Lifetime: The number of unique
people who engaged in certain ways
with your Page post, for example by
commenting on, liking, sharing, or
clicking upon particular elements of
the post. (Unique Users)

954

24

Facebook

TB PROOF

Facebook

Well done SHAWCO Health and Thank you for all your wonderful
efforts this World TB Month! SHAWCO University of Cape Town UCT
Faculty of Health Sciences #tbleaders #endtb #itstime #tb #tbproof
#health #medicine.

375

518

13

Facebook

Ingrid Schoeman, we salute you! #tbleader #endtb #itstime #tb
#tbproof #health #wtbd2019

876

1247

114

Facebook

"Dr Dalene von Delft was leading a happy life. The young South
African physician was married to a classmate from medical school,
and well on her way to being a pediatric surgeon, when she got what
felt like a bad cold, including a cough that wouldn't go away" Watch
below as TB leaders, Drs Arne von Delft, Dalene von Delft and
Zolelwa Sifumba open up about their TB experiences. #tb #tbleaders
#itstime #endtb #tbproof

762

1030

38

863

1248

34

593

1121

51

World TB Day celebrations at Zithulele Hospital! 👏👏 #itstime #endtb
#tbproof #tb #tuberculosis #health #medicine #alliedhealth
#southafrica

465

617

30

Well done!

375

489
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Facebook

Facebook

Facebook
Facebook

Below is another opportunity to catch Drs Thato Mosidi and Bart
Willems on the Expresso Morning Show - SABC 3 where they raised
awareness about TB. #tbleaders #endtb #itstime #tbproof #tb #itstime
#wtbd2019
More exciting World TB Month activities: The Infection Prevention &
Control along with Occupational Health & Safety Departments
organised a successful World TB Day for staff members at
Khayelitsha District Hospital in order to gain educational knowledge
on TB. Staff members were also fit tested. Guest speakers included
TB Proof & Health Hub - Doctors Without Borders / MSF South Africa
members Goodman Cyee Makanda and Edna Beko. Well done to all
involved! #tb #tbproof #itstime #endtb #health #tbleaders

Link to
Facebook Post

Facebook

Facebook

Facebook

Facebook

Facebook

Post Message

Lifetime: The number of people
who had your Page's post enter
their screen. Posts include
statuses, photos, links, videos
and more. (Unique Users)

Lifetime: The number of times
your Page's post entered a
person's screen. Posts include
statuses, photos, links, videos
and more. (Total Count)

Lifetime: The number of unique
people who engaged in certain
ways with your Page post, for
example by commenting on,
liking, sharing, or clicking upon
particular elements of the post.
(Unique Users)

6022

8523

646

723

1004

84

1619

2478

114

699

36

1357

84

“On this day two months ago, I was diagnosed with active Turberculosis. Who
knows how long I had been living with it for...it could have been days, months
or years. The symptoms had no major play at all! I just so happened to go
through a medical check in order to get my work visa for China, and boom
bam, I was stopped in my stride in pursuit of the overseas thing🛬 I knew this
was a life threatening disease, but I was at complete peace knowing that it's
curable! The Doctor's words were "you could have picked it up anywhere,
even standing in a shop queue". With the China plans on hold, I started the job
search and was employed immediately. I am now completing my 2nd month of
a 6 month treatment, and I'm leading a completely normal life (besides the
boozing of course). I know this is temporary and I am thankful for the blessing
in disguise. Sadly, some aren't so fortunate. Thousands of people die from TB
every year, so if you're suffering with a persistent cough, night sweats, weight
loss and fatigue, please visit your doctor, do the blood tests, sputum specimen
and chest x-rays! Thank you to my parents for being the anchor and to all my
friends and family for your support🛬🛬🛬” - Ryan Karshagen ••• In the words of
Tamaryn Green- "TB does not discriminate. TB can affect anyone"
#BreakTheStigma #StopTB #WorldTBDay #UniteToEndTB #SouthAfrica
#Health #Awareness #Personal #Advocate #Change #NoDiscrimination
#ZeroStigma #Unmaskstigma
Proud of you, Goodman Cyee Makanda! #tbleader #itstime #endtb #tb
#tbproof #tuberculosis
Drs Bart Willems and Thato Mosidi were interviewed on the Expresso Morning
Show - SABC 3 today. They were given the opportunity to share their personal
TB survivor journeys as well as raise valuable TB awareness. Well done TB
leaders! Thank you also to the band All-4-one for taking part👌 #endtb
#itstime #tbproof #tb #wtbd2019 #zerostigma #unmaskstigma #tbleaders Stop
TB Partnership World Health Organization (WHO) All-4-One
Well done to the UKZN School of Medicine & SAMSA Medical for arranging a
successful TB Awareness session! Dr Zolelwa Sifumba, who contracted TB
as a medical student, was a guest speaker at this event #endtb #itstime #tb
#tbproof #health #wtbd2019
A huge thanks to Dr Harry Surtie Hospital in Upington who participated in this
year’s World TB Day events. Wilmien Louise Esterhuyzen Jana Jordaan
#endtb #itstime #wtbd2019 #zerostigma #tbproof #tb
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920
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Post Message

Lifetime: The number of people
who had your Page's post enter
their screen. Posts include
statuses, photos, links, videos
and more. (Unique Users)

Lifetime: The number of times
your Page's post entered a
person's screen. Posts include
statuses, photos, links, videos
and more. (Total Count)

Lifetime: The number of unique
people who engaged in certain
ways with your Page post, for
example by commenting on,
liking, sharing, or clicking upon
particular elements of the post.
(Unique Users)

One of the recent findings (2017) of Miller and her research team was that
more than 40 per cent of the Kruger Park lions in a test group tested positive
for the disease even though at the time the disease might not have developed
in some of them. The first noted case of TB in lions in the KNP was in 1996.
#tb #bovinetb #endtb

634

871
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Link to
Facebook Post

Facebook

Facebook
Facebook
Facebook
Facebook
Facebook

Facebook

Facebook

Facebook

TB PROOF

1177

1699

136

TB Awareness talk at Frere Hospital in East London. Well done to Andréa von
Delft and the allied health team for raising awareness this World TB Month!
#zerostigma #unmaskstigma #itstime #tb #tbproof #wtbd2019 #endtb

782

1143

83

We have reached 3000 page likes!! Thank you to our followers! Let us
continue to #UnmaskStigma! #ItsTime #EndTB ! #TBProof

470

631

30

386

667

16

1090

1592

167

3054

4306

161

658

1018

24

1466

2212

219

Well done to Sibanye-Stillwater for arranging a successful TB awareness
campaign. #itstime #endtb #tb #tbproof #zerostigma #unmaskstigma
#wtbd2019
We are very proud of TB Proof's co-founder, Dalene von Delft! #tbleader
#itstime #endtb #tbproof #tb
Meet Arlette Bekker. Medical doctor, TB survivor. UnMasked: We all breathe,
is an inspiring documentary which tells the story of 3 South African doctors
who contract multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB). It premieres tonight
on DSTV Channel 104 at 18:15 Southern Africa: Botswana, Swaziland,
Lesotho, Mozambique, Namibia, SA, Zimbabwe. West Africa: 19:15 - Ghana
and Nigeria East Africa: 17:15 - Kenya, Mauritius, Rwanda, Seychelles, South
Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Zanzibar. #WeAllBreathe #TakesAllOfUs
#endTB #WorldTBDay #ItsTime #tb #TBSurvivor #GlobalFundReplenishment
#TBproof
‘It’s time’ to: 1. scale up access to prevention and treatment, closing gaps in
care as part of WHO’s overall drive towards 2. universal health coverage 3.
tackle the MDR-TB crisis 4. promote an equitable, rights-based and peoplecentered TB response 5. build accountability 6. ensure sufficient and
sustainable financing including for research, 7. take a stand against stigma
and discrimination, and 8. advance research and innovation World Health
Organization (WHO) Stop TB Partnership
This.Is.Powerful. #TBchampions #tbleaders #endtb #itstime #zerostigma Well
done to all the TB Proof members who shared their story. Phumeza Tisile
Goodman Cyee Makanda Thabo Pelesane Dalene von Delft Ingrid Schoeman
Zolelwa Sifumba Chulumanco Scwebu
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Lifetime: The number of people
who had your Page's post enter
their screen. Posts include
statuses, photos, links, videos
and more. (Unique Users)

Lifetime: The number of times
your Page's post entered a
person's screen. Posts include
statuses, photos, links, videos
and more. (Total Count)

Lifetime: The number of unique
people who engaged in certain
ways with your Page post, for
example by commenting on,
liking, sharing, or clicking upon
particular elements of the post.
(Unique Users)

5338

7833

907

887

1345

67

1212

1810

136

It is World TB Day 2019! #endtb #itstime #zerostigma #wtbd2019 Stop TB
Partnership

987

1532

44

#zerostigma #itstime #wtbd2019 #tbproof #tb #endtb

379

551

7

Repost from Ananja van der Westhuizen - Wore my "Do Better- Triple TB
research and development funding" tshirt to the parkrun this morning, because
tomorrow is WORLD TUBERCULOSIS DAY! As long as you're breathing, you
can get TB. Join the #ItsTimetoEndTB campaign to show your support!
#endtb #worldtbday2019 #unmaskstigma #TBsTimeIsUp #zerostigma
#wtbd2019 #tuberculosis #health Stop TB Partnership

551

800

36

Link to
Facebook Post
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In September 2012 Dr Bart Willems swam four and a half laps of the Long
Street pool in Cape Town entirely under water. When he surfaced, he’d
covered a distance of 114m and broken the South African freediving record.
His feat was made extra special by the fact that he’d recovered from
tuberculosis (TB) just five years earlier. He’d been infected with the disease in
2007 when he was a medical student completing his community service. His
experience brought home the risk public health professionals work under and
inspired him to start TB Proof, an advocacy group, with fellow doctors, one of
whom, Dr Dalene von Delft, survived multidrug-resistant TB. The group works
to “proof ” healthcare workers against the risk of infection at the work place.
TB Proof also advocates for the development of and access to novel TB
treatments and consults with bodies such as the World Health Organisation
and Centres for Disease Control about the disease in South Africa. In 2013
TB Proof was awarded the Centre for Global Health and Diplomacy Award for
distinguished work in the field of global health diplomacy. As a public health
specialist at the Western Cape Health Department, 35-year-old Willems
researches simple and complex solutions for occupational safety in public
health centres. Credit: The Young Independents #endtb #itstime #tbproof
#zerostigma #tbchampion
Thank you, Zelda La Grange (former private Secretary to Nelson Mandela) for
being a TB champion! #wtbd2019 #itstime Stop TB Partnership World Health
Organization (WHO) Health Hub - Doctors Without Borders / MSF South Africa
"This does not even scratch the surface of my story but it is how my journey
with my health started in 2014. It all started when I was diagnosed with TB.
Everyday was a battle for my life. Today I am cured but not healed...yet" @moirabarnard #tbchampion #endtb #itstime #tbproof #tb #wtbd2019
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"My story with Tuberculosis (TB) started way back in 2008 when my now late sister was diagnosed with
multi drug resistant TB (MDR TB) and was admitted at Brooklyn Chest hospital (TB hospital) for 8
months. At the time I was only 17 and knew nothing about TB never mind drug resistant TB. It was only
in my Matric year (2009) when I personally had to deal with TB when I was misdiagnosed by my private
doctor with fever having went to this doctor twice complaining about my nonstop coughing and night
sweats she was still sure it’s a case of high fever. A month later I got worse and even had to stop going
to school due to feeling weak that’s when my mom decided to take me to another doctor who
immediately suspected TB and was right. I then started with my TB treatment and within 2 weeks I felt
better and was able to go back to school. During my time on treatment there would be days when I would
not take my medication thinking that there is no need as I felt normal again. It was only in 2010 when
my non compliance with treatment (normal TB)caught up with me when I got sick this time I was living in
Res. Immediately I suspected TB but choose to ignore the signs and carry on with my life till this one
morning I coughed out blood. I went to my GP who immediately referred me to the clinic to do a TB test
which came back positive but this time it came back resistant to the tablets I was taking before meaning I
was officially diagnosed with MDR TB, which at the time required one to take 24 antibiotic pills per day
with horrible side affects for 24 months. It was overwhelming especially been popular among my peers I
was ashamed to go to the clinic to go take my medication fearing that someone who knows me might
spot me and gossip about me taking treatment , I ended up defaulting on my treatment and during my
time at initiation school “Ulwaluko” (December 2010) I got very sick and in 2011 was admitted in hospital
for 4 months. From 2011 till 2013 I took my treatment but was never 100% compliance with taking my
medication as somedays I would throw my tablets in the bin because of the side effects. December the
15th, 2013 was probably the most scariest day of my life, when my lung collapsed and I was rushed to
UCT private hospital because I could not breathe. I’ll never forget the feeling of not been able to breathe
and tears just falling down my face, I remember making a prayer to God if he saves me from this I’ll
forever serve him and no other. When I got to the hospital the doctor advised that they will need to do a
operation to drain the water from my lungs and that there was no time for a anesthesia (meaning I had to
do the operation wide awake) till this day I thank God for the strength he gave me to go through that.
After 2 days in ICU I was finally transferred back to the ward and the doctor requested a meeting my
mom to tell her how lucky I am to be still alive and that if I ever default on my treatment again I will
definitely die due the the permanent scar damage to my lungs, I then completed my treatment in 2014.
Unfortunately that year I lost my sister to TB due to her also not been compliance with her treatment.
TB is very tricky guys, even thou I completed my treatment in 2014, in 2016 I was again diagnosed with
TB but this time I was put on the wrong medication till 2017 when they finally found out about the
incorrect medication i was put on, it was already too late, as my TB was resistant and this time I was
diagnosed with PRE-XDR TB. Guys 2018 wasn’t a easy year been in hospital for almost 6 months and
having to put my life on hold to focus on my health, but thanks to the amazing support from my mom
whom use to motivate me every single day without no fail I was able to beat the TB. Most of my friends
have no idea of my experience with fighting TB and that’s not because they bad friends but I personally
hid it from them because of my fear of been stigmatized and the association of having resistant TB with
been HIV positive (which is not true, and is part of the reason I have came out to educate people about
TB and that anyone can get TB/ resistant TB). Guys I can’t stress the importance of completely your
treatment, you might not be as lucky as I was to survive and be cured after having defaulted. TB is
100% curable. I am a TB survivor” 🛬- Chulumanco Scwebu #TbLeader #tbchampion #endtb #itstime
#tbproof #tb #wtbd2019 #zerostigma #unmaskstigma
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Dr Dalene von Delft features in an article for the current edition of The Mail
and Guardian, called:"A matter of time: SA's race to beat drug-resistant bug".
This piece was written by Kristen van Schie. #ItsTime #EndTB #TB
#TBChampions #TBProof
Well done to the Thabo Pelesane Foundation who hosted another succesful
TB and Sanitary Towels Collection Fun Walk in Klersdorp, South Africa. Lots
of fun was had by all! #tb #endtb #tbproof #wtbd2019 #itstime
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“ As a clinician, especially in South Africa, we use our stethoscopes quite
often. If you can’t hear, you can’t use your stethoscope and you can’t practice
as a doctor”. “It was a constant stress. I kept asking myself, ‘When will I
completely lose my hearing?’” she said. “Then we heard about bedaquiline.” Dr Dalene von Delft #endtb #itstime #zerostigma #wtbd2019 #tbchampion
#tbproof #tb
Thank you to the Official Soweto Gospel Choir for supporting zero TB stigma!
#itstime #wtbd2019 #zerostigma #tb #tbproof #endtb Stop TB Partnership
Zelda La Grange
TB Proof's Wieda Human wrote an article for the South African newspaper Die
Volksblad. The article title translated is "TB remains the major killer in South
Africa". Well done Wieda. #ItsTime #EndTB #TBProof #WTBD #TB
Six survivors from diverse backgrounds describe how tuberculosis wreaked
havoc on their lives and drove them to advocate at a local and global level to
improve care and end the suffering caused by the disease. Phumeza Tisile
Ingrid Schoeman Saurabh Rane Paulina Siniatkina #endtb #itstime #wtbd2019
#zerostigma #tbproof
As the mother of Ibtesam Palmer, who contracted miliary TB, I would like to share some of my
experiences while taking care of her during this time. When she was admitted, she had to take
so many tablets, 17-19 tablets at meal times. Being already nauseous with no appetite made this
a very difficult time for her. She would cry and tell me that she just couldn't do it, but I talked and
encouraged her through tablet. When she started on the TB tablets, Rifafour, we were told that
should she vomit it out, she would have to start the course all over again. This stressed us
immensely because she was already nauseous and vomiting almost every day. Each day after
that was a big battle for all of us to help prevent her from vomiting. It helped a great deal when I
fan her and get her to take deep breaths in and out until she was relaxed and the nauseouness
would go away with continuous encouragement that she's not going to vomit. There was this
particular day which I would never forget. I stayed with her at the hospital that night. At around
3am, Ibtesam looked like she was off balance when I helped her to the bathroom. Later that
morning, I noticed her right eye move in an unusual direction and not together with her left eye.
When I notified the nurse, one doctor after another were rushing to her aid. That is when I was
told the TB had spread to her brain. I was in total shock! And almost hysterical. I obviously
couldn't let Ibtesam see me like this so I ran off to the waiting room while doctors were attending
to her. Ibtesam had a lumbar puncture, MRI scan, CT scans, x-rays, blood transfusion, IV's,
numerous blood tests, nebulizers, oxygen etc during this time. We continuously encouraged and
praised her for her strength and bravery. Grandparents, Aunts, uncles, cousins, nieces, nephews
and family came to the hospital even though they knew they couldn't see her but wanted to be
there to support us. We took pictures of the waiting room full of family, even sitting on the floor,
to show Ibtesam. That really lifted her spirits and truly helped. With my daughters illness I can
truly say that TB patients need their families support and lots of encouragement, our entire family
was a pillar of strength. And most importantly we thank the almighty for his guidance and
protection and for granting Ibtesam her health and strength back. #endtb #tb #tbproof
#zerostigma #wtbd2019 #itstime
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Don't miss the premiere of "Unmasked: We all Breathe" this Sunday (24
March) om DSTV channel 104 at 18:15 SAST, featuring our very own Drs
Arlette Bekker, Zolelwa Sifumba, Dalene von Delft and Arne von Delft!
#itstime #endtb #zerostigma #tbchampions #wtbd2019 #tbproof #tb World
Health Organization (WHO) Stop TB Partnership Doctors Without
Borders/MSF Southern Africa
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Join us tonight #hcsmSA #TBProof #TBHIVCare
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Don't forget to join our #hcsmSA Twitter chat this evening 20h30 to 21h30
SAST. #ItsTime #EndTB #TBProof #TB
Happy Human Rights Day to our South African followers! #ItsTime #EndTB
#TBProof #TB
"Zolelwa getting TB made me feel hopeless and very scared that she would
not return to medical school. It made me fearful and made me doubt God. I
was discouraged and asking why my baby got the illness. I was in distress
because there was nothing I could do about it. It also made me pray for her
healing and made me trust in Gods power"- Mother of Zolelwa Sifumba, TB
survivor. #itstime #endtb #tbproof #tb #tbproof
#ItsTime for infection control measures to be implemented at our work placesGoodman Cyee Makanda #tb #tuberculosis #tbproof #zerostigma #wtbd2019
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My name is Dr Zolelwa Sifumba and I am a medical doctor from Durban. I am
also a multi drug resistant tuberculosis survivor.I contracted Tuberculosis as a
medical student as a result of my occupational exposure to the illness and my
life was changed forever. I was fearful and in denial for most of the treatment
course because I thought it impossible that I could get TB. I always thought
there was a demographic; you know low socioeconomic status, HIV positive
and so on. But it turned out that I, in fact was the demographic and that we all
are the demographic. You see, TB affects all those who breathe, making us all
the demographic. Tuberculosis changed my life. Living with the toxic side
effects of the drugs with the fear that I’d be victim to the permanent hearing
loss or liver failure. It was the lowest point of my life. I always felt so lonely and
hopeless because I was not sure I would survive it. The stigma I faced was
also a huge challenge, however my biggest challenge was having to take the
21 pills daily knowing fully well that sickness would follow and knowing that the
pills themselves made me feel worse than the TB itself (which had seemingly
disappeared as the infected lymph node disappeared). Daily the amikacin
injection would bring me to tears with the severe pain lasting up until it was
time for the next. Nausea and vomiting, diarrhoea, joint and body pains,
insomnia. These are some of the other things I suffered daily. 14 months later
I came out victorious. I beat the number 1 infectious disease in the world. I
managed to beat the disease that threatened to take my life and is still taking
millions of lives today all over the world. My name is Zolelwa Sifumba, I am a
medical doctor and a TB survivor. TB is out there and we are all at risk.
Beating it is truly a difficult challenge as a result of many barriers but the truth
is it can be beaten and there can be life after TB. Our responsibility is to
ensure that we end TB! #Endtb #itstime #wtbd2019 #tbproof #tb
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A few photos from last night's very successful #Breakthestigma event at UCT.
Miss SA and TB survivor Tamaryn Green along with Prof Muloiwa from the
Deanery, Dr Gcelu, chair of student development and supportcommittee at
UCT as well as Phumeza Tisile, UCT student and XDR-TB survivor were the
speakers at this event.
My MDR TB experience was a very lonely time. My colleagues at work were
not supportive at all. I was made to feel it was all my fault for contracting TB.
#itstime for emotional support! - Registered Nurse Pat Bond. #endtb
#wtbd2019 #tbproof #zerostigma #tb
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SHAWCO and Tamaryn Green doing their part to #breakthestigma!
#zerostigma #endtb #wtbd2019 #tbproof #tb
Today Registered Dietitian Aleché Barnard faciltated the screening of Are you
TB Proof? at her place of work, Empilweni TB Hospital in Nelson Madela Bay.
Well done Aleché and co! Would you like to facilitate a screening? Find out
more information here: http://www.tbproof.org/areyoutbproof/ #itstime #endtb
#zerostigma #tbproof #tb
For this World TB Month, why not do a screening of the ‘Are you TB Proof?’
Infection Control training tool at your health facility? What makes this online
tool especially unique, is that it was developed by TB survivors. It is freely
available on our website to stream or to download. A facilitator's guide,
participant worksheets as well as a quiz are all available to complement this
training tool. Please feel free to go check it out at:
http://www.tbproof.org/areyoutbproof/.
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Dr Ruvandhi Nathavitharana from TB Proof & David Bryden from Results
agree that It’s Time for an increase in USAID Funding for TB. #tbchampions
#tbproof #tb #itstime #wtbd2019 #endtb
Here Dr Arne von Delft is explaining the work that TB Proof does to a group of
attendees from the Doctors Without Borders/ Médecins Sans Frontières
(MSF) #TB Leaders Workshop in Khayelitsha today. #wtbd2019 #itstime
#endtb #tbproof #tb #zerostigma #unmaskstigma MSF Khayelitsha HIV & TB
hub
Its Time! ⏰ Stop TB Partnership #endtb #zerostigma #endtb #wtbd2019
#tbproof #tb
"A moment in my daughter's TB journey that I will never forget, was when
Ingrid called out 'mamma' while being in a coma"- Sonja De Bruyn Nortje,
mother of TB survivor, Ingrid Schoeman TB not only has an impact on those
affected, but also on their loved ones. #ItsTime #EndTB #WTBD2019
#TBProof #TB
Clock is ticking! Its Time for Zero Stigma! #endtb #zerostigma #itstime
#wtbd2019 #tb #tbproof Stop TB Partnership
Watch the Grammy Award Winning, Official Soweto Gospel Choir as they
share a powerful message about TB. #tbchampions #itstime #tb #tuberculosis
#zerostigma #endtb #wtbd2019 #tbproof Stop TB Partnership World Health
Organization (WHO)
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Fully Fund the Fund! #tbproof #tbchamp #endtb #itstime #wtbd2019
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I am a 19 year old female . A daughter , sister & partner. A teacher and student whom contracted
Pulmonary TB and this is my story. In April 2018 , I lost my biological father whom I never had
contact with for 18 years of my life to my TB. In his final stages of life I went to visit him at
hospital and this is how I contracted the disease. As I was not educated about what TB and it
symptoms were for months I lived with a disease of which I had no clue of. Many days I felt
weak but I kept pushing I completed my first semester of studies , I worked two jobs as per usual
but deep down I knew something wasn't right. My energy levels were low and I had terrible
symptoms only becoming worst. In September 2018 due to chronic coughing and 3
misdiagnosis I was sent by my GP to have a Xray done. The results were handed to me and
because of my curiosity I opened the results the closing statement ended in *features highly
suspicious for P TB* . I remember crying for that entire day because of my fear that my life would
be taken from me. I was too ashamed to share my story , not even with those closest to me
because I feared the stigma that would be placed on me. I started my treatment in the
beginning I took 6 tablets daily for 2 months. It was an unforgettable experience many mornings I
sobbed because of the struggle I faces to digest this medication , I struggled to eat , I was so
weak I slept for hours and hours on end. Many days I found myself bent over the toilet seat
unable to stomach a meal. I just had one thing in mind. To never allow others to see my struggle.
My family was my greatest support system , my partner pushed me to believe that I could
conquer. After two months my medication was reduced to 3 pills per day. Good and bad days
came , there were times where my partner would beg of me to take just one more bite of my food
, so I could gain energy. This journey left me with two decisions either you become a victim to
your circumstance or you soldier through your battle and I decided that even if my story just
changed the mindset of one person , educated just one person it would be worth sharing. There
is hope , it is curable and you can maintain a healthy and balanced lifestyle. My name is Jade
October and I am a TB Survivor. #TB #ItsTime #EndTB #TBsurvivor #TBProof #wtbd2019
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Today TB Proof's Wieda Human showcased TB Proof and TB awareness at
the UFS Health and Wellness fair. The fair is running today and tomorrow 8am
to 3pm. University of the Free State UFS Faculty of Health Sciences #TB
#ItsTimeToEndTB #UnmaskStigma #TBProof
Repost from Healthcare Social Media South Africa- Join the next #hcsmSA
Tweetchat on 21 March 2019 between 20:30-21:30 SAST which we host on
behalf of @tbproof which is a non-profit advocacy organisation in South Africa
for World TB Day. Our chat will focus on what a Sustainable Approach to End
TB means in South Africa. Read the Blog and Questions, as well as how to
participate here: http://www.hcsmsa.co.za/tb-southafrica/. The session is open
to everyone to participate including doctors, nurses, pharma, policymakers, IT
developers, entrepreneurs, patients, NPO's, medical educators and students,
journalists, researchers, etc. both locally and globally. The transcript will be
recorded using the hashtag #hcsmSA by Symplur so remember to include it in
all your tweets! - #WorldTBDay #Tuberulosis #TB #EndTB #TBProof #SDG3
#GlobalHealth #eHealth
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Join SHAWCO for a screening of the Are you TB Proof? Infection control
training tool! Date: Thursday 14th March Venue: Wolfson Lecture Theatre,
UCT Time: 19.00-20.00 #tb #tuberculosis #tbproof #zerostigma
#unmaskstigma #health #wtbd2019 #itstime
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Don’t miss out!
Volunteers from SHAWCO UCT are doing some amazing TB advocacy work.
Well done guys! 👌 Repost from Shawco UCT using - A few of our volunteers
on their way to educate communities about tuberculosis (TB) at evening clinics
yesterday. #unmaskstigma #tbproof #endtb #itstime #health #wtbd2019
#breakthestigma
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I am a 37 year old currently on MDR TB treatment. I was diagnosed with MDR Genital Tract
Tuberculosis in 2018. We believe the TB was the cause of 2 previous ectopic pregnancies and
infertility since 2008. I started treatment in April 2018 and August 2018 I was admitted to hospital
for drug induced hepatitis due to the TB drugs. I used to be grateful when I got diagnosed for
knowing what caused my infertility, but as soon as I started the treatment, I realized that I have
no control anymore. Emotionally it was huge to deal with your complete world being turned
upside down . Without the enormous support from my husband, family, friends, and work
colleagues, I would not have made it thus far, Faith, hope and love kept me going. For my
family, it was an enormous struggle to see me trying to cope with the treatment. One thing I
have learned through my journey, is to gain knowledge. Knowledge of the treatment, symptoms,
coping mechanisms. I am not in a medical profession, but had to educate myself and with the
knowledge gained, you can help yourself through this journey. The TB Proof community helped
me a great deal with uncertainties and questions and enormous support. The end of my
treatment is now in sight and I thank God everyday! - Jorine Van Der Merwe #TB #TBProof
#Zerostigma #ItsTime #WTBD2019
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For World TB Month (March), SHAWCO Health already started to spotlight
Tuberculosis by raising awareness in efforts to break down the stigma. They
plan to do this at their weekly SHAWCO Clinics and at the UCT Faculty of
Health Sciences. Their aim is to create a conversation by educating and
empowering their patients and fellow students on this important topic.
#EndTB #ItsTime #WTBD2019 #Tuberculosis #Health #TBProof #zerostigma
#unmaskstigma
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#EndTB #ItsTime #WTBD2019 #TBPROOF
Today a WTBD event was held for CHWs at Hammanskraal clinic. TB Proof's
TB champions Phumeza Tisile and Goodman Makanda shared their powerful
TB survivor stories and CHWs took part in a brilliant drama about TB. TB
Proof members Portia Muedi and Ingrid Schoeman (aka Mmapula) also
attended the event. Thank you to all involved in arranging the event and to
those who participated!! #TBchampions #CHW #EndTB #TB #TBProof
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3. Instagram
Although our Instagram account is still fairly new, TB Proof gained many new followers in
March. The tables below provide more details on our various posts posted in March
2019.
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Today a WTBD event was held for CHWs at Hammanskraal clinic. TB Proof's TB champions Phumeza Tisile and Goodman Makanda shared their powerful TB survivor stories and CHWs
took part in a brilliant drama about TB.
TB Proof members Portia Muedi and Ingrid Schoeman (aka Mmapula) also attended the event. Thank you to all involved in arranging the event and to those who
participated!! #TBchampions #CHW #EndTB #TB#TBProof #kekanastad #tuberculosis#health #zerostigma #unmaskstigma

17
likes

Instagram

#endtb #tbproof#unmaskstigma #zerostigma@shawco_org #tuberculosis #health

23
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Instagram

For World TB Month (March), @shawco_uct already started to spotlight Tuberculosis by raising awareness in efforts to break down the stigma. They plan to do this at their weekly SHAWCO
Clinics and at the @universityofcapetown Health Faculty. Their aim is to create a conversation by educating and empowering their patients and fellow students on this important
topic. #EndTB #ItsTime#WTBD2019 #Tuberculosis #Health#TBProof #zerostigma #unmaskstigma@shawco_org
I am a 37 year old currently on MDR TB treatment. I was diagnosed with MDR Genital Tract Tuberculosis in 2018. We believe the TB was the cause of 2 previous ectopic pregnancies and
infertility since 2008. I started treatment in April 2018 and August 2018 I was admitted to hospital for drug induced hepatitis due to the TB drugs.
I used to be grateful when I got diagnosed for knowing what caused my infertility, but as soon as I started the treatment, I realized that I have no control anymore. Emotionally it was huge to
deal with your complete world being turned upside down . Without the enormous support from my husband, family, friends, and work colleagues, I would not have made it thus far, Faith, hope
and love kept me going. For my family, it was an enormous struggle to see me trying to cope with the treatment.
One thing I have learned through my journey, is to gain knowledge. Knowledge of the treatment, symptoms, coping mechanisms. I am not in a medical profession, but had to educate myself
and with the knowledge gained, you can help yourself through this journey. The TB Proof community helped me a great deal with uncertainties and questions and enormous support. The end
of my treatment is now in sight and I thank God everyday! - Jorine Van Der Merwe
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#TB #TBProof #Zerostigma #ItsTime#WTBD2019 #tuberculosis #health
Instagram
Repost from @shawco_uctusing - We have an exciting announcement regarding our TB month events. Follow our stories to stay
updated! #unmaskstigma#breakthestigma #TB #tbproof #tb#tuberculosis #itstime #endtb #health#wtbd2019
Join @shawco_uct for a screening of the Are you TB Proof? Infection control training tool!
Instagram

Instagram

Date: Thursday 14th March
Venue: Wolfson Lecture Theatre
Time: 19.00-20.00
#tb #tuberculosis #tbproof#zerostigma #unmaskstigma #health#wtbd2019 #itstime
I am a 19 year old female . A daughter , sister & partner. A teacher and student whom contracted Pulmonary TB and this is my story.
In April 2018 , I lost my biological father whom I never had contact with for 18 years of my life to my TB. In his final stages of life I went to visit him at hospital and this is how I contracted the
disease. As I was not educated about what TB and it symptoms were for months I lived with a disease of which I had no clue of.
Many days I felt weak but I kept pushing I completed my first semester of studies , I worked two jobs as per usual but deep down I knew something wasn't right. My energy levels were low
and I had terrible symptoms only becoming worst.
In September 2018 due to chronic coughing and 3 misdiagnosis I was sent by my GP to have a Xray done. The results were handed to me and because of my curiosity I opened the results
the closing statement ended in *features highly suspicious for P TB* . I remember crying for that entire day because of my fear that my life would be taken from me. I was too ashamed to
share my story , not even with those closest to me because I feared the stigma that would be placed on me.
I started my treatment in the beginning I took 6 tablets daily for 2 months. It was an unforgettable experience many mornings I sobbed because of the struggle I faces to digest this medication
, I struggled to eat , I was so weak I slept for hours and hours on end. Many days I found myself bent over the toilet seat unable to stomach a meal. I just had one thing in mind. To never
allow others to see my struggle.
My family was my greatest support system , my partner pushed me to believe that I could conquer. Af ter two months my medication was reduced to 3 pills per day. Good and bad days came
, there were times where my partner would beg of me to take just one more bite of my food , so I could gain energy.
This journey left me with two decisions either you become a victim to your circumstance or you soldier through your battle and I decided that even if my story just changed the mindset of one
person , educated just one person it would be worth sharing. There is hope! #itstime #endtb #tbproof#tuberculosis
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Repost from @hcsmsa - Join the next #hcsmSA Tweetchat on 21 March 2019 between 20:30-21:30 SAST which we host on behalf of @tbproof which is a non-profit advocacy organisation in
South Africa for World TB Day. Our chat will focus on what a Sustainable Approach to End TB means in South Africa. Read the Blog and Questions, as well as how to participate here:
http://www.hcsmsa.co.za/tb-southafrica/. The session is open to everyone to participate including doctors, nurses, pharma, policymakers, IT developers, entrepreneurs, patients, NPO's,
medical educators and students, journalists, researchers, etc. both locally and globally. The transcript will be recorded using the hashtag #hcsmSA by Symplur so remember to include it in all
your tweets! - #WorldTBDay #Tuberulosis #TB#EndTB #TBProof #SDG3#GlobalHealth #eHealth
Today TB Proof's Wieda Human showcased TB Proof and TB awareness at the UFS Health and Wellness fair. The fair is running today and tomorrow 8am to 3pm. @ufsuv
#TB #ItsTimeToEndTB #TBProof#endtb #wtbd2019 #zerostigma
Repost from @hcsmsa - Join the next #hcsmSA Tweetchat on 21 March 2019 between 20:30-21:30 SAST which we host on behalf of @tbproof which is a non-profit advocacy organisation in
South Africa for World TB Day. Our chat will focus on what a Sustainable Approach to End TB means in South Africa. Read the Blog and Questions, as well as how to participate here:
http://www.hcsmsa.co.za/tb-southafrica/. The session is open to everyone to participate including doctors, nurses, pharma, policymakers, IT developers, entrepreneurs, patients, NPO's,
medical educators and students, journalists, researchers, etc. both locally and globally. The transcript will be recorded using the hashtag #hcsmSA by Symplur so remember to include it in all
your tweets! - #WorldTBDay #Tuberulosis #TB#EndTB #TBProof #SDG3#GlobalHealth #eHealth
Today TB Proof's Wieda Human showcased TB Proof and TB awareness at the UFS Health and Wellness fair. The fair is running today and tomorrow 8am to 3pm. @ufsuv
#TB #ItsTimeToEndTB #TBProof#endtb #wtbd2019 #zerostigma
Thomas Baloyi, CHW from Hammanskraal with @msf_southernafrica for World TB day events... watch this space!
#tbchampion #hammanskraal #endtb#tbproof #itstime #tb
Watch the Grammy Award Winning, Official Soweto Gospel Choir as they share a powerful message about TB.
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@stoptb @who
Clock is ticking! Its Time for Zero Stigma!

Instagram

#endtb #zerostigma #itstime#wtbd2019 #tb #tbproof @stoptb
"A moment in my daughter's TB journey that I will never forget, was when Ingrid called out 'mamma' while being in a coma"- Sonja De Bruyn Nortje, mother of TB survivor, Ingrid Schoeman
TB not only has an impact on those affected, but also on their loved ones. #ItsTime #EndTB #WTBD2019#TBProof #TB
Its Time! ⏰
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Repost from @ruvandhi - Delighted to join @inchbyinch_rbr@RESULTS_Tweets to advocate for political will & increased resources to #endTB 👊🏾💪🏾🙌🏾 Great bipartisan discussions
on #TB #cascadeofcare & #QI w/ staff from offices of @SenatorMenendez@SenSherrodBrown@SenLeahyGotham @SenToddYoung@lisamurkowski
For this World TB Month, why not do a screening of the ‘Are you TB Proof?’ Infection Control training tool at your health facility?
What makes this online tool especially unique, is that it was developed by TB survivors.
It is freely available on our website to stream or to download. A facilitator's guide, participant worksheets as well as a quiz are all available to complement this training tool.
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Please feel free to go check it out at:
http://www.tbproof.org/areyoutbproof/. #endtb #tb #tuberculosis #health#zerostigma #wtbd2019 #itstime

World TB Day 2019
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@stoptb #endtb #zerostigma #endtb#wtbd2019 #tbproof #tb
Here Dr Arne von Delft is explaining the work that TB Proof does to a group of attendees from the
@msf_southernafrica #TB Leaders Workshop in Khayelitsha today.
#wtbd2019 #itstime #endtb #tbproof#tb #zerostigma #unmaskstigma
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#tbchampions #itstime #tb#tuberculosis #zerostigma #endtb#wtbd2019 #tbproof
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@shawco_uct and @official_misssa @tamaryngreen doing their part to #breakthestigma!
#zerostigma #endtb #wtbd2019#tbproof #tb
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Repost from @christiaandb1 - What an honour to finally meet you and hear your story in more detail. @tamaryngreen you are truly inspiring . 🙌🏾🔥
#breakthestigma #zerostigma
@official_misssa #tb #tbproof#wtbd2019 #endtb
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My MDR TB experience was a very lonely time.
My colleagues at work were not supportive at all. I was made to feel it was all my fault for contracting TB. #itstime for emotional support! - Registered Nurse Pat Bond.
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#endtb #wtbd2019 #tbproof#zerostigma #tb
A few photos from last night's very successful #Breakthestigma event at UCT.
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Miss SA and TB survivor Tamaryn Green along with Prof Muloiwa from the Deanery, Dr Gcelu, chair of student development and supportcommittee at UCT as well as Phumeza Tisile, UCT
student and XDR-TB survivor were the speakers at this event. #tbproof #tb#zerostigma #unmaskstigma #endtb#tuberculosis @official_misssa@tamaryngreen @shawco_uct
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Repost from @hcsmsa - I'm honoured to be moderating this Twitter chat on the 21st of March on behalf of @tbproof as a lead up to #WorldTBDay2019 (24 March) to share views about what
a sustainable approach to END TB in South Africa means. Everyone is welcome to join these incredible panel experts during the Tweetchat, some who have survived XDR-TB (Extremely
Drug-resistant TB) or work with patients daily. We invite doctors, patients, researchers, academics, medical educators, IT developers, entrepreneurs, community health workers, nurses,
advocates, NPO's, government, policymakers, etc. all to share views both locally and globally. Our session will take place between 20:30 - 21:30 SAST. The blog and questions as well as
how to participate can be read here: http://www.hcsmsa.co.za/tb-southafrica/. Use the hashtag #hcsmSA in all tweets during the chat to join. Our transcript will be recorded by Symplur
analytics - #WorldTBDay#EndTB #hcsm #TB #Tuberculosis#SDG3 #GlobalHealth #eHealth#SouthAfrica
My name is Dr Zolelwa Sifumba and I am a medical doctor from Durban. I am also a multi drug resistant tuberculosis survivor.I contracted Tuberculosis as a medical student as a result of my
occupational exposure to the illness and my life was changed forever. I was fearful and in denial for most of the treatment course
because I thought it impossible that I could get TB.
I always thought there was a demographic; you know low socioeconomic status, HIV positive and so on. But it turned out that I, in fact was the demographic and that we all are the
demographic. You see, TB affects all those who breathe, making us all the demographic.
Tuberculosis changed my life. Living with the toxic side effects of the drugs with the fear that I’d be victim to the permanent hearing loss or liver failure. It was the lowest point of my life.
I always felt so lonely and hopeless because I was not sure I would survive it. The stigma I faced was also a huge challenge, however my biggest challenge was having to take the 21 pills
daily knowing fully well that sickness would follow and knowing that the pills themselves made me feel worse than the TB itself (which had seemingly disappeared as the infected lymph node
disappeared). Daily the amikacin injection would bring me to tears with the severe pain lasting up until it was time for the next. Nausea and vomiting, diarrhoea, joint and body pains,
insomnia. These are some of the other things I suffered daily.
14 months later I came out victorious. I beat the number 1 infectious disease in the world. I managed to beat the disease that threatened to take my life and is still taking millions of lives today
all over the world.
My name is Zolelwa Sifumba, I am a medical doctor and a TB survivor. TB is out there and we are all at risk. Beating it is truly a difficult challenge as a result of many barriers but the truth is it
can be beaten and there can be life after TB. Our responsibility is to ensure that we end TB! #Endtb #itstime#wtbd2019 #tbproof #tb
“Zolelwa getting TB made me feel hopeless and very scared that she would not return to medical school. It made me fearful and made me doubt God. I was discouraged and asking why my
baby got the illness.
I was in distress because there was nothing I could do about it. It also made me pray for her healing and made me trust in Gods power"- Mother of Zolelwa Sifumba, TB
survivor. #itstime #endtb #tbproof #tb #tbproof
Repost from @tamaryngreen - “It’s Time” Heading to Lusaka, Zambia to spread the word on the Tuberculosis epidemic. World TB day is coming up, the theme this year: It’s Time.
#itstime #endtb #tb #tuberculosis#wtbd2019 #zerostigma

World TB Day 2019
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Happy Human Rights Day to our South African followers!
#ItsTime #EndTB #TBProof #TB
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Don't miss the premiere of Unmasked: We all Breathe" this Sunday (24 March), featuring our very own Drs Arlette Bekker, Zolelwa Sifumba, Dalene von Delft and Arne von Delft.
Visit @ittakesallofus on Facebook for broadcast times.
#itstime #endtb #zerostigma#tbchampions #wtbd2019 #tbproof#tb @tamaryngreen
As the mother of Ibtesam Palmer, who contracted miliary TB, I would like to share some of my experiences while taking care of her during this time. When she was admitted, she had to take
so many tablets, 17-19 tablets at meal times. Being already nauseous with no appetite made this a very difficult time for her. She would cry and tell me that she just couldn't do it, but I talked
and encouraged her through tablet. When she started on the TB tablets, Rifafour, we were told that should she vomit it out, she would have to start the course all over again. This stressed us
immensely because she was already nauseous and vomiting almost every day. Each day after that was a big battle for all of us to help prevent her from vomiting. It helped a great deal when
I fan her and get her to take deep breaths in and out until she was relaxed and the nauseouness would go away with continuous encouragement that she's not going to vomit. There was this
particular day which I would never forget. I stayed with her at the hospital that night. At around 3am, Ibtesam looked like she was off balance when I helped her to the bathroom. Later that
morning, I noticed her right eye move in an unusual direction and not together with her left eye. When I notified the nurse, one doctor after another were rushing to her aid. That is when I was
told the TB had spread to her brain. I was in total shock! And almost hysterical. I obviously couldn't let Ibtesam see me like this so I ran off to the waiting room while doctors were attending to
her. Ibtesam had a lumbar puncture, MRI scan, CT scans, x-rays, blood transfusion, IV's, numerous blood tests, nebulizers, oxygen etc during this time. We continuously encouraged and
praised her for her strength and bravery. Grandparents, Aunts, uncles, cousins, nieces, nephews and family came to the hospital even though they knew they couldn't see her but wanted to
be there to support us. With my daughter’s illness I can truly say that TB patients need their families support and lots of encouragement. #endtb #tb#tbproof #tuberculosis #health
“ As a clinician, especially in South Africa, we use our stethoscopes quite often. If you can’t hear, you can’t use your stethoscope and you can’t practice as a doctor”.
“It was a constant stress. I kept asking myself, ‘When will I completely lose my hearing?’” she said. “Then we heard about bedaquiline.” - Dr Dalene von Delft

#endtb #itstime #zerostigma#wtbd2019 #tbchampion #tbproof #tb
What are your World TB Day plans?? TB is an airborne disease thus everyone that breathes can get TB- and we all have to breathe!
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#endtb #tbproof #tb #tuberculosis#health #itstime #zerostigma@tamaryngreen @stoptb @bflowmusic@zeldalagrangesa @binnelanderstv@dieheuwelsfantasties
Well done to the Thabo Pelesane Foundation who hosted another succesful TB and Sanitary Towels Collection Fun Walk in Klersdorp, South Africa.
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Lots of fun was had by all! #tb #endtb#tbproof #wtbd2019 #itstime
Repost from @ananjavdw - Wore my "Do Better- Triple TB research and development funding" tshirt to the parkrun this morning, because tomorrow is WORLD TUBERCULOSIS DAY! As
long as you're breathing, you can get TB. Join the #ItsTimetoEndTB campaign to show your
support! @tbproof @stoptb#endtb #worldtbday2019#unmaskstigma #TBsTimeIsUp#zerostigma #wtbd2019 #tuberculosis#health
Its here! World TB Day 2019 🎈
#itstime #endtb #zerostigma #tbproof#tb #tuberculosis #health @stoptb#wtbd2019
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Read more here: 👇👇👇 https://bhekisisa.org/article/2019-03-22-00-shorter-mdr-tb-regimen-south-africa-clinical-trials-endtb-nix
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Repost from @zeldalagrangesa (former private secretary to Nelson Mandela) - It's World TB day. TB is treatable. It is curable! It is airborne and contractable through saliva (coughing /
sneezing etc) but with the right combination treatment can be managed and cured.
With treatment a 6 months administration cures TB 100%. TB is a bacterial infection. Not viral. And can therefore be completely cured.
Instagram

Instagram

TB does NOT have to be a death sentence!!
In taking the medication people often see the results and then think they can stop taking the medication. NEVER. Consult your doctor. Constant coughing and sudden loss of weight are
definite warning signs.
Madiba contracted TB in prison but lived a normal functional life because he took the correct medicine and was cured. "According to the 2018 WHO Global TB Report roughly 78 000 people
died of TB in South Africa in 2017 – of these 56 000 were HIV positive and 22 000 were not." #StoptheStigma
#itistime
#TBproof
#Zerostigma
#wtbd2019 @stoptb @shawco_uct@shawco_org @who @waldimarpelser
Don’t miss the premiere of the all-new film, Unmasked: We All Breathe today on Channel 104 all across Africa. See below for view times by country.
This inspiring documentary tells the story of 3 South African doctors who contract multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB). This film follows Zolelwa, Arlette and Dalene as they turn this
harrowing experience into a positive, by informing others about the world’s number 1 infectious killer. The film is a reminder that TB doesn’t discriminate based on class, race or social
standing. In Zolelwa’s words, “We are all the demographic in fact, because we all breathe.” • SOUTHERN AFRICA - Botswana - Eswatini/Swaziland - Lesotho - Mozambique - Namibia South Africa - Zimbabwe: 18:15 • WEST AFRICA - Ghana - Nigeria: 19:15 • EAST AFRICA - Kenya - Mauritius - Rwanda - Seychelles - South Sudan - Tanzania - Uganda - Zambia Zanzibar: 17:15
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#WeAllBreatheTB #TakesAllOfUs#EndTB #WorldTBDay#ItsTimeToEndTB #SouthAfrica#GlobalFundReplenishment#TBsurvivor @shawco_uct@shawco_org @stoptb @tamaryngreen@who
In September 2012 Dr Bart Willems swam four and a half laps of the Long Street pool in Cape Town entirely under water.
When he surfaced, he’d covered a distance of 114m and broken the South African freediving record. His feat was made extra special by the fact that he’d recovered from tuberculosis (TB)
just five years earlier. He’d been infected with the disease in 2007 when he was a medical student completing his community service.
His experience brought home the risk public health professionals work under and inspired him to start TB Proof, an advocacy group, with fellow doctors, one of whom, Dr Dalene von Delft,
survived multidrug-resistant TB. The group works to “proof ” healthcare workers against the risk of infection at the work place.
Instagram
TB Proof also advocates for the development of and access to novel TB treatments and consults with bodies such as the World Health Organisation and Centres for Disease Control about
the disease in South Africa.
In 2013 TB Proof was awarded the Centre for Global Health and Diplomacy Award for distinguished work in the field of global h ealth diplomacy.
As a public health specialist at the Western Cape Health Department, 35-year-old Willems researches simple and complex solutions for occupational safety in public health centres.
Credit: The Young Independents
#endtb #itstime #tbproof #zerostigma#tbchampion #itstime @stoptb @who#tuberculosis #health #medicine#southafrica
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Dr. Dalene von Delft, TB Leader
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Dr. Dalene von Delft was diagnosed with multi-drug resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) in 2010 while working as a medical officer in a hospital in greater Cape Town. Lying in an isolation ward
on Christmas with a hole in one of her lungs, nauseous from all the pills that MDR-TB patients must take and well aware that her treatment could cause the loss of her hearing, Dalene
experienced feelings of hopelessness. As bleak as her situation was she knew she was better off than the vast majority of South Africans infected with drug-resistant strains of TB. She had
medical aid, for one thing, and medical colleagues who could give expert medical advice, not to mention a supportive doctor-husband. With her knowledge and connections she was able to
apply for compassionate use of bedaquiline, an effective and less toxic new trial drug which is only now becoming widely available through the public health system in South Africa. “After 19
months of treatment I was cured and free to carry on with my life, but having experienced the inadequacies and harshness of the treatment first-hand I took a decision to push for education,
awareness, and destigmatisation of TB,” she says. With her husband Arne she founded an organization called TB Proof, which is today the heartbeat of TB advocacy in South Africa,
supporting the activism of Phumeza Tisile, Goodman Mkhanda, Ingrid Schoeman and many others. “Running an NGO is not easy,” Dalene admits. “It is difficult to secure funding and for
much of its history TB Proof has relied on the support of volunteers, which has mean that the energy has ebbed and flowed as people come and go.” The recent appointment of five
permanent employees has brought more stability to the organization, Dalene says, and with so much left to do to overcome TB in the country this is good news. ©Jelle Krings
@msf_southernafrica #tbleader#wtbd2019 #endtb #itstime #tb#medicine #tuberculosis #health
Repost from @helenemarivdw- World TB Day 2019 #itstime to #endtb.
Even found TB written on Oxford’s famous Bodleian library’s drainpipes.
Repost from @ryankarshagen- #It'sTime is the theme for World TB Day! ⏲
•••
On this day two months ago, I was diagnosed with active Turberculosis. Who knows how long I had been living with it for...it could have been days, months or years. The symptoms had no
major play at all! I just so happened to go through a medical check in order to get my work visa for China, and boom bam, I was stopped in my stride in pursuit of the overseas thing🛬
I knew this was a life threatening disease, but I was at complete peace knowing that it's curable! The Doctor's words were "you could have picked it up anywhere, even standing in a shop
queue". With the China plans on hold, I started the job search and was employed immediately. I am now completing my 2nd month of a 6 month treatment, and I'm leading a completely
normal life (besides the boozing ofcourse)💊 I know this is temporary and I am thankful for the blessing in disguise. Sadly, some aren't so fortunate. Thousands of people die from TB every
year, so if you're suffering with a persistent cough, night sweats, weight loss and fatigue, please visit your doctor, do the blood tests, sputum specimen and chest x-rays!💉 Thank you to my
parents for being the anchor and to all my friends and family for your support🛬🛬🛬
•••
In the words of @tamaryngreen - "TB does not discriminate. TB can affect anyone"
#BreakTheStigma #StopTB#WorldTBDay #UniteToEndTB#SouthAfrica #Health #Awareness#Personal #Advocate #Change#NoDiscrimination #ZeroStigma#Unmask
The World TB Day Shenanigans continue with Dr @thatomosidi (TB survivor, Medical Doctor & TB Leader)
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Well done to Sibanye-Stillwater for arranging a successful TB awareness campaign. #itstime #endtb#tb #tbproof #zerostigma#unmaskstigma #wtbd2019
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#tbproof #itstime #medicine #health#southafrica #endtb #tuberculosis #tb
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TB Awareness talk at Frere Hospital in East London.
Well done to Andréa von Delft and the allied health team for raising awareness this World TB
Month! #zerostigma #unmaskstigma #itstime#tb #tbproof #wtbd2019 #endtb#physiotherapy #nursing #alliedhealth#southafrica
A huge thanks to Dr Harry Surtie Hospital in Upington who participated in this year’s World TB Day events. @wilmienesterhuyzen
#tbproof
#unmaskthestigma
#worldtbday
#endtb #itstime #zerostigma#tuberculosis #health #southafrica
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Well done to the UKZN School of Medicine & SAMSA Medical for arranging a successful TB Awareness session! Dr Zolelwa Sifumba, who contracted TB as a medical student, was a guest
speaker at this event #endtb #itstime #tb #tbproof #health#wtbd2019 #medicine #tuberculosis@ukzn @fomsf_ukzn
Drs Bart Willems and Thato Mosidi were interviewed on the Expresso Morning Show - SABC 3 today. They were given the opportunity to share about their personal TB survivor journeys as
well as raising TB awareness.
@all4onemusic also joined and agrees that #itstime to #endtb!
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Well done TB leaders! #endtb #itstime#tbproof #tb #wtbd2019 #zerostigma#unmaskstigma #tbleaders #health@stoptb @who

Goodman Makhanda, TB Leader
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Goodman Makhanda was diagnosed with extensively drug resistant TB (XDR-TB) in December 2017 in Cape Town, South Africa. It took four years from his diagnosis to his cure, in contrast
to the span of traditional treatment, which can last anything from 9 -24 months. “My doctor sat me down and said I think it’s time for you to talk to your pastor, because the treatment isn’t
working. I said 'are you saying I’m going to die?' and she said 'yes I think so.'” Upon asking if the TB could be cut out and following a chest scan, surgeons found a cavity on Goodman’s left
lung, which they believed the medication was not reaching. They removed the lump and Goodman was later declared cured of XDR-TB.
Goodman was one of the first people in South Africa to repeatedly and passionately speak out about his struggle with XDR-TB while still on treatment. He works with TB advocacy groups to
call on the government to not only broaden access to new drug-resistant TB medicines, but to also invest in TB research and development and to push other governments to do the same.
Goodman and his story are part of a 2019 World TB Day photo series commissioned by MSF in South Africa to celebrate the contribution local TB advocates have made in the fight against
TB, aiming to inspire a generation of future “TB Leaders”. #health #tb #tuberculosis #itstime#endtb #tb #tbproof #southafrica#medicine
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Credit: @jellekrings
@msf_southernafrica@doctorswithoutborders @stoptb
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Yesterday, Dr Gavin Churchyard, Portia Muedi and the Minister of Health, Dr Motsoaledi presented at the Lancet Commission Press Conference at Tembisa Hospital.
Thank you to all our partners for supporting the Community Health Worker advocacy letter which was handed to the Minister. Dr Motsoaledi acknowledged the value and importance of CHWs
in South Africa during his speech.
Well done Portia for presenting key asks from CHWs and TB affected communities in SA! #ches#tbchampions #itstime #endtb #tb#tuberculosis #tbproof
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World TB Day celebrations at Zithulele Hospital! 👏👏 #itstime#endtb #tbproof #tb #tuberculosis#health #medicine #alliedhealth#southafrica
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More exciting World TB Month activities:
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The Infection Prevention & Control along with Occupational Health & Safety Departments organised a successful World TB Day for staff members at Khayelitsha District Hospital in order to
gain educational knowledge on TB. Staff members were also fit tested. Guest speakers included TB Proof & Health Hub - Doctors Without Borders / MSF South Africa members Goodman
Cyee Makanda and Edna Beko.
Well done to all involved! #tb #tbproof#itstime #endtb #health #tbleaders#southafrica
Well done @shawco_uct & thank you for all your wonderful efforts to raise awareness this World TB Month! #tbleaders #endtb #itstime#wtbd2019 #unmaskstigma #tb#tuberculosis #health
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